B.Sc. I Computer Science (Optional)
(Sem. -II)
E Commerce (BCST 601)
Question Bank
[2 Marks]

1) What is e commerce?
2) Define EDI.
3) Write down the symptoms of computer when attacked by virus.
4) Define public key cryptography.
5) List the types of e commerce activities.
6) Define the terms pure-click and bricks-and-clicks.
7) What is credit card system?
8) Discuss the term internet business.
9) List the e commerce types depend on characterization on the nature of the
exchanges.
10) define the term public key.
11) Explain the term digital marketing.
12) List the advantages of e commerce.
13) Define the term digital signature.
14) List the disadvantages of online shopping.
15)List the limitations of EDI.
16)List the applications of e commerce.
17)what is internet banking?
18)define pure click reatailers.
19) define bricks-and-clicks retailers.
20) define click-to-brick retailers.
21)List the technical aspects of e commerce.
22)what is A2B?
23) Explain B2G.
24)What is search engine optimization?
25) What are the symptoms of attacked computer?
26) What is private and public key?
27) What is credit card?
28) What is debit card?
29)What is integrity?

30)define non repudiability.
31)Define availability.
32) what is security certificate?

[10 Marks]

1) What is cryptography? Explain encryption and decryption in brief.
2) Write note on: 1] B2B, 2] C2C
3) Define EDI? Describe the components of it.
4) What is firewall, explain its types in brief.
5) Define E commerce system. Describe advantages and Disadvantages in brief.
6) Write down any 5 benefits of EDI.
7) What is computer crime? Explain Hacking in brief.
8) Write down the goals/objectives of e commerce in brief.
9) Discuss the strategies for developing electronic commerce web sites.
10) What are the different security methods for E-Commerce?
11) Explain DES algorithm with diagram.
12) Describe digital signature.
13) What is symmetric key cryptography?
14) Explain asymmetric key cryptography?
15) Explain business activities.
16)Explain strategies for developing electronic commerce web sites.
17) Explain computer crimes.
18)What is privacy on internet
19)Explain email bombing and fishing in brief.
20) Explain salami slicing attack in brief.
[5 Marks]

1) List the Functions of e commerce. Explain any two.
2) Write note on 1] credit card 2] debit card
3) How to optimize your e-commerce personalization strategy.
4) Describe the term cyber stalking.
5) Discuss the types of keys in cryptography.
6) Explain the term Internet Marketing.
7) Describe the applications of e commerce.
8) Describe secret key cryptography.

9) Explain the term value exchange system.
10) What is computer virus? How is spreads and removed.
11) Discuss modern payment system.
12) Write a note on E-commerce personalization
13)What is e commerce? Write note on 1]B2B, 2]B2C.
14) What are the essential requirements for safe e-payments/transactions
15) Explain phishing attack in detail.
16) Which are the linking Objectives to Business Strategies?
17) Describe the types of e commerce.
18) Discuss the drawbacks of electronic dada interchange.
19) What is E-commerce? Explain advantages and disadvantages of ECommerce.
20) Explain the Architecture of E-Commerce.
21) Explain the components of E-Commerce.
22) Explain different applications of E-Commerce.
23) What are the different models of E-Commerce.
24) Explain about B2C model?
25) Explain about the Web-based E-commerce architecture?(OR) What are the
requirements of web-based E-commerce?
26) What are the different types of issues to be considered in E-commerce?
27) What are the basic applications of Internet?
28) Explain about E-marketing.
29) What is E-marketplace and explain different functions of E-marketplaces?
30) What are the different types of E-marketplaces?
31) What is an EDI explain the advantages of EDI?

Question bank
BCST602: Advanced C# Programming
Q. 1: Define following Term/Answer in one sentence
1. Which method is used to write text to a file?
2. How to Read and Write a Text File in C#?
3. What are the steps for writing to a text file?
4. Create and write the text file.
5. What is the namespace used for multithreading in c#?
6. Which namespace is used for threading in C#?
7. Is there multithreading in C#?
8. Which namespace is the home to the multithreading programming?
9. Why threading is used in C#?
10.What is ADO.NET stands for?
11.What is ADO.NET with example?
12.What is ADO.NET and why it is used?
13.What is an ADO.Net?
14.Define the term try block.
15.What is a try block?
16.Why is try block used?
17.What is try catch block in C#?
18.Describe the difference Between Inline and Code Behind?
19.What is a code behind?
20.What is inline code?
21.What is code behind model?
22.What is inline code explain with an example?
23.Define file handling methods?
24.What is file explain with an example?
25.Write the file handling functions.
26. What is the file handling in c#?
27.What is thread?
28.What is thread in Visual Studio?
29.How do you define a thread?
30.What is ADO data provider?
31.What are the four main data providers?
32.What is the data provider?
33.What are the data providers in c#?
34. What are the data providers in ADO.NET?
35.What is ViewState?
36.How do you calculate ViewState?
37.Define the concept Model view controller.
38.What is MVC in C#?
39.What is Model?

40.How to define controller in C#?
41.What is MVC used for?
42.What is MVC and why MVC?
43.What is ASP.NET MVC?
44.What are cookies?
45.What is cookies C#?
46.What is cookie and types?
47.What is cookies and session?
48.What is cookies in ASP NET MVC?
49.What multithreading means?
50.Where do we use multithreading in C#?
51.What is Multithreading In C#?
52.Explain multitasking.
53.What are the difference between multitasking and multithreading.
54.Which namespace can we include for file handling?
55.Which namespace is used for file handling code?
56.Which library is used for file handling in C?
57.What is DataAdapter class explain?
58.What is an SQL DataAdapter?
59.What is an OLEDB DataAdapter?
60.What is an ODBC DataAdapter?
61.What are the types of DataAdapter?
62.What is the primary function of a DataAdapter?
63.What is Data Adapter?
64.What is the purpose of DataAdapter?
65.What is DataAdapter and DataReader?
66.Which is the main method of DataAdapter?
67.What are DataAdapter events?
68.why multi-catch block is used?
69.What is a catch block?
70.What is multiple catch block in C#?
71.Define the term multiple catch block.
Q.2 Attempt any two of the
1. Explain following properties of ListBox control- (i) AutoPostBack (ii)
Items
2. What are the properties of ListBox control?
3. Explain AutoPostBack property with an example?
4. Explain the two properties,two methods and two events of listbox control.
5. Explain ADO.NET Architecture.
6. Explain connected and disconnected architecture in detail.
7. What is NET architecture explain?

8. How many ADO.NET architecture are there?
9. What is ADO.NET explain its features?
10.Explain ADO.NET with example?
11.What is exception handling?
12.Explain how do you handle exceptions?
13.What is exceptions handling explain with example?
14.How you can define the exception handling in C#?
15.Explain Server controls in ASP.NET.
16.What are ASP.NET Web server controls?
17.Which are server controls?
18.What are different types of ASP.NET server control?
19.What do you mean by Web server controls?
20.Explain DataAdapter class in ADO.NET?
21.What is a DataAdapter class?
22.How can you create a DataAdapter explain?
23.What are the methods of DataAdapter?
24.What are DataSet and DataAdapter in c#.net?
25.Explain the types of Exception in C#.
26.What are types of exceptions in C#?
27.What are exceptions explain its types?
28.What is exception in C# explain with example?
29.Explain web form life cycle in asp.net.
30.What is Web form life cycle?
31.How many stages are there in ASP.NET web page life cycle?Explain in
brief.
32.What is the lifecycle of a typical web application written in ASP?
33.What are ASP.NET page life cycle events?
34.What is DataReader in ADO.NET explain with example?
35.What are ADO.NET objects?
36.What does the DataReader object do?Explain in brief.
37.What is DataReader in C#.NET? Explain in brief.
38.Explain DataReader and command object of ADO.Net.
39.What is an exception? Explain exception handling in C#.
40.What is exception and exception handling? Differentiate in brief.
Q.3 Attempt any four of the following
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Explain concept of Asp.net in brief.
What is ASP.NET briefly explain an architecture of NET Framework?
What are Asp.NET concepts?
What is ASP.NET explain with advantages?
Describe the life cycle of ASP.Net.
Explain HTTP Request and Response structure.

7. What is HTTP structure of HTTP request and response?
8. What is request and response terms in C#?
9. What is HTTP request response protocol?
10.What is in a HTTP request?
11.What are all components of ADO.NET data provider?
12.What is DataSet in dotnet?
13.What is ADO.NET explain DataSet and DataReader?
14.What is DataSet in C#.net?
15.Explain Dataset Component of ADO.NET.
16.Explain the Range Validator control of ASP.NET.
17.What is range validation control?
18.Describe the types of validator controls.
19.What is a range validator?
20.What is validator controls?
21.What is RangeValidator control explain with example?
22.What is multithreading explain?
23.What is Multithreading In C#?
24.Explain file handling in C#.
25.List the Asp.net Validation Controls and explain any one?
26.Explain RequiredFieldValidator control with an example.
27.Describe CompareValidator control with an example.
28.Describe RegularExpressionValidator control with an example.
29.Explain how to find list of files in a drive?
30.How do we find my drives on a new computer?
31.List drive letters in command prompt in brief?
32.How to get the List of Drives of a Computer?
33.What is the difference between DataSource and DataReader?
34.What is difference between DataAdapter and DataSet?
35.Compairing DataSet or DataReader?
36.What is the major difference between a DataSet and a database?
37.What is the difference between DataReader and Dataset?
38.What are the different execute() methods available in ADO.NET?
39.Explain ExecuteScalar() in detail.
40.Why we are used ExecuteNonQuery?
41.What is the purpose of ExecuteReader()?
42.Explain TreeView control in ASP.NET.
43.What are navigation controls in asp net?
44.What is the use of TreeView?
45.What are the main properties of TreeView explain?
46.Define the term file class.
47.Describe file and its operations.
48.Explain open(),write(),read(),close() operations of file.
49.What is the difference between ExecuteScalar and ExecuteNonQuery?

50.Explain the concept of thread in C#.
51.What is threading in C# net with example?
52.Give a detailed explanation of Delegates in C#.
53.What is delegates in C#?
54.What are delegates in C# explain it with example?
55.What is a delegate explain types of delegates?
56.Explain postback property of Button.
57.What is postback property?
58.What is postback explain with example?
59.What is postback method?
60.What is postback? which property is used to identify it?
61.What are the advantages of ASP.Net?
62.What are the advantages of ASP.NET over ASP?
63.What are advantages of ASP NET MVC?
64.What is .NET and its benefits?
65.Explain in brief connected architecture of ADO.NET.
66.What is ADO.NET connected architecture with an example?
67.What is connected architecture?
68.What is ADO.NET disconnected architecture with an example?
69.How many ADO.NET architecture are there?Explain.
70.What is ADO.NET explain in detail?

B.Sc. III Computer Science (Semester VI)
Paper XV: BCST603: Computer Graphics
Long Questions:1. What is Computer Graphics? Explain different output devices in computer graphics.
2. Explain Graphics Primitives with various functions.
3. Discuss Transformation with any one type of Transformation in brief.
4. What is Computer Graphics? Explain applications of computer graphics.
5. Discuss Reflection with its various types.
6. Explain Line Clipping with algorithms in brief.
7. Discuss DDA algorithm with its advantages and disadvantages.
8. What is Three Dimensional Transformations?Explain one of its type in brief.
9. Explain various types of Clipping with suitable diagram.
10. Discuss Raster and Vector Graphics in Brief.

Short Questions:1. Describe Liquid crystal display.
2. Explain types of plotters.
3. Give the Properties of a Line Drawing Algorithm.
4. Define Translation with suitable example.
5. Explain operations in OpenGL.
6. Discuss types of polygon with diagram.
7. Discuss Direct View Storage Tube.
8. Give the difference between Raster graphics and Vector graphics.
9. Describe DDA algorithm with example.
10. Define Rotation in Three Dimensional Transformations with suitable example.
11. Explain Abstractions in OpenGL.
12. Discuss Exterior Clipping with its uses.
13. Discuss Beam–Penetration Method.

14. Give the Application of Computer Graphics.
15. Describe Bresenham's Line algorithm with example.
16. Discuss Matrix for Scaling.
17. Define Polygon with suitable examples.
18. Explain Features of OpenGL.
19. Discuss Point Plotting Techniques.
20. Describe OpenGL with Abstractions

Define the Term:1. What are the different input devices used in computer graphics?
2. Define the term: Frame Buffer.
3. Give the names of graphics primitives.
4. Define the term: Rotation.
5. What is mean by Clipping?
6. What are the different output devices used in computer graphics?
7. Give the names file extensions used in raster graphics.
8. What is mean by Windowing?
9. Define the term: Translation.
10. What are the different types of line used in clipping?
11. What are the different types of printers?
12. Give the names file extensions used in vector graphics.
13. Which function returns the maximum y co-ordinate on the screen?
14. Gives the types of Rotation.
15. What is mean by Text Clipping?

B.Sc. - III COMPUTER SCIENCE (OPTIONAL) (Sem. -VI)

ARTIFICIAL

INTELLIGENCE (BCST-604)
Subject Code- 12013
Q.1) Answer in One Sentence.
1. What is Linguistic intelligence?
2. What is Neural Networks?
3. What is the use of AI in agriculture?
4. What are the components of a problem?
5. Give example for real world end toy problems.
6. Write the semantics of Bayesian network?
7. What is Perception?
8. Define Backward Chaining.
9. Define pruning?
10.What is a Bayesian network?
11.What is PROLOG?
12.What is Intelligent Agent in AI?
13.Define Natural Language Processing.
14.Enlist Searching algorithms.
15.Difference between Machine Intelligence and Human.
16.
Q.2) Attempt any TWO of the following.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

[2-Marks]

[20]

What are different Agents and Environment? Explain with diagram.
Describe PROLOG and with its example.
Explain the Breadth First Search, Depth First Search with example.
Explain Types of Intelligence with example.
State and Explain Domain Classification of AI.
What are the elements of propositional logic explain in detail?
Explain Real Life Applications of AI in Research Areas.
Explain the Breadth First Search, Depth First Search with example.
Explain in detail A* and Best First algorithm.

Q.3) Attempt any FOUR of the following.
1. List down the characteristics of intelligent agent
2. Explain Characteristics of Expert System.
3. Write short note on Components of Knowledge Base.

[20]

4. Explain in detail Mini –Max Strategy?
5. What are the advantages of Breadth First Search?
6. What is Heuristic Search and explain with example?
7. Describe Goals of AI.
8. State the difference between Programming with AI and Programming without AI.
9. Write short note on AI techniques.
10.Explain the types of Intelligence in AI.
11.Explain PROLOG with example.
12.Explain Hill climbing and its Variations.
13.Describe Applications of Expert System.
14.What are the capabilities, computer should possess to pass Turing test?
15.Write short note on use of AI in Health Care.
16.What are the advantages of Depth First Search?
17.Explain structure of an agent in an environment.
18.What are the factors that a rational agent should depend on at any given time?
19. What do you understand by Artificial Intelligence?
20. Why do we need Artificial Intelligence?
21.Give some real-world applications of AI.
22.How Artificial intelligence, Machine Learning, and Deep Learning differ from each
other?
23.What are the types of AI?
24.What are the different domains/Subsets of AI?
25.What are the types of Machine Learning?
26.Explain the term "Q-Learning."
27.What is Deep Learning, and how is it used in real-world?
28.Which programming language is used for AI?
29.What is the intelligent agent in AI, and where are they used?
30.How is machine learning related to AI?
31.What is Markov's Decision process?
32.What do you understand by the reward maximization?
33.What are parametric and non-parametric model?
34.What do you understand by the hyperparameter?
35.Explain the Hidden Markov model.
36.What is Strong AI, and how is it different from the Weak AI?
37.Give a brief introduction to the Turing test in AI?
38.Which assessment is used to test the intelligence of the machine?
39.What is overfitting? How can it be overcome in Machine Learning?
40.Tell one technique to avoid overfitting in neural networks?
41.What is NLP? What are the various components of NLP?

42.What are the different components of the Expert System?
43.What is the use of computer vision in AI?
44.Explain the minimax algorithm along with the different terms.
45.What is game theory? How is it important in AI?
46.What are some misconceptions about AI?
47.What are the eigenvalues and eigenvectors?
48.What is an artificial neural network? Name some commonly used Artificial Neural
networks.
49.Give a brief introduction of partial, alternate, artificial, and compound keys?
50.What is a Chatbot?
51.What is knowledge representation in AI?
52.What are the various techniques of knowledge representation in AI?
53.Which programming language is not generally used in AI, and why?
54.What is reinforcement learning?
55.How does RL work?
56.What are the different areas where AI has a great impact?
57.What are the different software platforms for AI development?
58.Kindly explain different ways to evaluate the performance of the ML model.
59.Explain rational agents and rationality?
60.What is tensor flow, and how it is used in AI?
61.Which algorithm is used by Facebook for face recognition? Explain its working.
62.What is a market-basket analysis?
63.How can AI be used in fraud detection?
64.Give the steps for A* algorithm?
65.What is the inference engine, and why it is used in AI?
66.What do you understand by the fuzzy logic?
67.What is a Bayesian network, and why is it important in AI?
68.What is a heuristic function, and where is it used?

Question Bank
SECCCST607: Entrepreneurship Development
2 marks
1) Define - Entrepreneurship.
2) What is cost business analysis?
3) Explain Prominent example of Entrepreneurship?
4) What is Innovation?
5) Write any two key concept of Entrepreneurship?
6) Define : Small Business Entrepreneurship.
7)Define - Scalable Startup Entrepreneurship.
8) What is Project Appraisal?
9) Define - Liberalisation.
10) What is Prominent example of Entrepreneurship?
11) Which types of risk faced by entrepreneur?
12) What is Social Entrepreneurship?
13) Define - Project appraisal.
14) What is cost business analysis?
15)what is business.

6 Marks
1)Describe Characteristics of Entrepreneurship
2) What are the 4 Types of Entrepreneurship?
3) Write short note on Marketing assessment.
4 )Describe basic functions of accounting.
5) What are the Types of Entrepreneurship?
6) Write short note on essential role of Entrepreneur in managing enterprise Product Cycle.
7) Write short note on importance of entrepreneurship.
8)explain positive impact of entrepreneurship.
9)explain business finance in detail.
10)explain negative impact of entrepreneurship.

4 Marks
1) What is positive & Negative Impact of Liberalisation in India?
2) What are the key concepts & traits of entrepreneurship?
3) What is business finance?
4)Define- a) Entrepreneur Risk Taking
b) Liberalisation
5)what is Business Idea Methods and techniques to generate business idea?
6) Write down market assessment concepts?
7) Write difference between businessman & entrepreneur.
8) Define- a) business finance
b) Project Appraisal
9) )Explain Small Business Entrepreneurship.
10) Explain Large Company Entrepreneurship?
11) Describe Cost benefit Analysis.
12) What are Reforms under Liberalisation?
13) What is Economic Reforms during Liberalisation?
14) Explain Importance Market Identification.
15) Explain Economic feasibility.

